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Abstract 
For a given planar graph G with a set A of independent vertices, we provide a best-possible 
upper bound for the minimum cyclomatic number of connected induced subgraphs of G con- 
taining A. The extremal graphs are also characterized. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1. Introduction 
This paper considers only simple, finite, planar graphs. Let G be a graph. If S C_ V(G), 
then G[S] is the induced subgraph of G. For two graphs Gt = (VI,E~) and G2 = 
(V2, E2), we define G = G1 n G2 to be the graph G --- (VI N Vz,E1 n E2). Define 
G = Gl U G2 similarly. 
Define a set A C V(G) to be independent in G if for all x,y E A, x is not adjacent o 
y. The cyclomatic number of a graph H is defined to be cy(H) = IE (H) I -  IV(H)] +1. 
Further, let H be an induced subgraph of G, and define the cyclomatic number of G 
with respect o an independent set A by cy(A, G) = min{cy(H) : A C H}. 
Motivated by Barnette's conjecture that every cubic 3-connected bipartite planar 
graph contains a Hamilton cycle, Alspach and Oral [1] posed the question: What can 
be said about cy(A,G)? In [2], the author showed that cy(A,G)<~ (IAI) for general 
graphs and conjectured that ey(A,G)<. 2tA [ -5  for planar graphs. We will prove 
that this conjecture is true. The extremal graphs will also be characterized in certain 
cases. In order to prove our results, we need the following notation from [2]. Take 
a subset A of V(G) such that A is independent in G. Then we define C(A) to be 
the collection of all connected induced subgraphs of G containing A. If H E C(A), 
but any proper subgraph of H does not belong to C(A), then H is said to be rain- 
total in C(A). We can also write cy(A,G) = min{cy(H) :H is minimal in C(A)}, 
where the minimum is taken among all connected induced subgraphs of G contain- 
ing A. 
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We will consider only connected graphs, since if G is not connected and A is 
contained in more than one component of G, then C(A) = O. 
2. Planar graphs 
We first describe a class of graphs which will be used to characterize the extremal 
graphs. Let G be a planar graph, A a set of independent vertices in G, and H an 
induced subgraph of G such that H is minimal in C(A). I f  there exists a subset M of 
H such that M induces a maximal planar subgraph, and such that [M \A[ = [A \ M[ 
and H is obtained from M by adding disjoint paths from M \,4 to A \M (in particular, 
there is exactly one such path at each vertex of M \A; see Fig. 1), then we will say 
H E H(A, G). We will refer to such paths as the pendant paths of H. For technical 
reasons, we will allow M = Kl and K2. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a planar connected simple graph. Let A be an independent 
set of vertices in G, and let H be a subgraph of G such that H is minimal in C(A). 
Then cy(H) <~ 21AI - 5 for IA[ >~ 3, and cy(H) = 0 if IAI <~ 2. Furthermore, equality 
holds if and only if H c •(A,G). 
Proof. We will use induction on the number of vertices in H. It is easy to verify that 
cy(H) = 0 if [A I ~< 2. Hence let IAI ~> 3. 
Claim 1. We may assume no vertex in A is a cut-vertex of H. 
Suppose that there exists a vertex v E A such that v is a cut-vertex of H. Then denote 
the components of H \ {v} by Ht,H2,...,I lk, where k ~> 2. Let m ~< k be the number 
Fig. 1. An extremal graph where A is the set of shaded vertices. 
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of components of H \ {v} with lad = I/-/e NA[ = 1 (note that tHi NA[ • 0; otherwise, 
H would not be minimal in C(A)). 
For each Hi, H/= G[V(Hi) U {v}] is minimal in C(Ai U {v}); otherwise, H would 
not be minimal in C(A). Let A I = Ai U {v). Then by induction, 
cy(Hi' ) <~ 21A~I - 5 = 2(]Ail + 1) - 5 
for all Hi with IAII >/3, and cy(H[) = 0 if [A~I = 2 (when IAil = a). By renumbering 
the components, suppose the first k - m components have IAJ >/2. Now as qAI = 
(~'~ik=l mIAJ)+1 + m, we have that 
k--m k-m k-m 
~_,cy(H/) <~ ~(2(IAJ  + 1) - 5) = Z(21A i ] -  3) 
i=l  i=l  i=l 
= 21A ] -3 (k -m) -z ( l+m)=z lA l -3k+m-2  
~< 21AI -Zk -Z~<ZlA  1 -6  < 21A I -5 .  
Hence 
k k 
cy(H) = Z IE(~') l -  ~ I V(/4/)l + k 
i=l  i=l 
k k-m 
= ~_, cy(g')= ~_, cy(g/) < 21AI- 5. 
i=l  i=l 
Thus, Claim 1 holds. Note that in the above case, cy(H) < 21A I - 5; that is, equality 
does not occur. 
Claim 2. We may assume that for each v E H \ A, H \ v has exactly two components, 
one of which is a path from the unique neighbor of  v in this component to a vertex 
in A. 
Let v E H \ A. Then since H is minimal in C(A), v is a cut-vertex of H. Write 
H = H~ U H2, IV(Hi)I /> 2, where Ht n HE = {v}. Let 14/ be obtained from Hi by 
adding a vertex ai and the edge air, and let A~ = Ai U {ai} for i = 1,2. Then for 
each i, H/ is minimal in C(A~). Note that if IV(HI)] = IV(H)] for some i, then v 
satisfies Claim 2. So we may assume IV(H/)[ < IV(H)] for i=  1,2. If IA~I/> 3 (that 
is, ]All = ]Hi NAI >~ 2) for each i, then by induction 
cy(H/) <<. 21All - 5 = 2(]Ai] + 1) - 5 = 21Ai] - 3. 
Now 
2 
~,  cy(Hf) <~ 2[,41 - 6. 
i=1 
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Then we have that 
2 
cy(H) = ~ cy(n')  < 2 IA I -  5. 
Therefore, without loss of  generality, we may assume JAil = 1, and let A1 = {a}. 
Then since H is minimal in C(A), HI is a path between v and a, and Claim 2 
follows. 
By Claim 2, every Vg E H \ A splits H into exactly two subgraphs, one of which is 
a path from vi to a vertex ag E A. Among all such paths, the maximal ones are called 
pendant paths. Denote the vertices in H contained in such paths by N. Since [A[ /> 3, 
N ~ V(H). Let M be the induced subgraph of H such that V(M) = V(H) \ N. By 
Claim 2, we have that [A \M I = [M\A[. Now 
cy(H) = cy(M) = [E(M) t -  IV(M) I + 1 
~< 3tV(M) [ -  6 - [V (M) I  + 1 = 2IV(M)I - 5. 
But by Claim 2 we have that 
IV(M)I--IAnm[ + [M \ A[ = [A f3M[ + [A \ M[ = [A]. 
Therefore, 
cy(H) --- cy(M) <~ 2[A[ - 5. 
Note that in the above case, cy(M) = 2IA[ - 5 if and only if M has the maximal 
number of  edges allowed for a planar graph, [M \ A[ = [A \ M[, and every vertex 
Vg E M \ A is connected by a pendant path to a corresponding vertex ai E A \ M. 
Hence, cy(H) = 2[A[ - 5 if and only if H E H(A, G). [] 
Corollary 2.2. For a given planar connected simple graph G with independent set A, 
cy(A, a)  <~ 2IAI - 5 for ]A[/> 3 and cy(A, G) = O for IAI ~ 2. 
We now devote the remainder of  this section to describing the structure of  G when 
cy(A,G) -- 2IAI- 5. Define an H-bridge of G to be either an edge in G \H  with 
both ends in H, or a component of G \ H together with the edges between H and that 
component. Those vertices in H which are contained in an H-bridge of G are called 
attachments. I f  P is a path and x, y E P, then xPy will denote the section of  P from 
x to y including x and y. 
Theorem 2.3. Let A be independent in G with ]A] ~> 4 and cy(A, G) = 2[A] - 5. Let 
H E H(A, G), where H is obtained from a maximal planar 9raph M by adding 
pendant paths from M \ A to A \ M. Then for each H-bridge B of G, B either has 
all attachments on a single pendant path of G or all attachments on a single facial 
cycle of M. 
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Proof. Since cy(A,G) = 21A I -5 ,  every subgraph of G which is minimal in C(A) 
is contained in H(A, G). We may assume H is embedded in the plane. A face of M 
is usually a connected component of N2 \ M, but here we interpret a face to be its 
closure in R2. Take an H-bridge B of G. Since G is planar, all attachments of B are 
in a common face of M. We may assume that B has all attachments in the infinite 
face of M. Denote the vertices in the infinite face of M by /:1,/)2, v3. 
Since each face of M contains at most three vertices in M \ A, we have at most 
three pendant paths from {vl, v2, v3} to vertices in A \M.  Denote the pendant path from 
vi E M to ai ~ A \M by Pi, l ~ i ~< 3 (vi, ai C Pi). Then every attachment of B is 
contained in some /9 i, 1 <~ i ~< 3. Suppose B has attachments on at least two of these 
paths. We show then that all attachments of B must be contained in {vl,v2, v3}. Note 
that if a maximal planar graph contains at least four vertices, then it is 3-connected. 
Case 1: B has attachments on exactly two paths, say P1 and P2. 
Suppose that B has an attachment ul on PI such that ul ¢ Vl and ul is closest 
to al on P1 (ul = al is possible). Denote by Q a shortest path from ul to P2 through 
B such that every vertex of Q is in B except its ends, and let bl be the last vertex 
in B A Q before reaching P2. Let H: be the subgraph of G induced by vertices in 
[(H \ (viPlUl \ ul)) 0 Q]. By the choice of Q, H '  is minimal in C(A). Now since 
degH(vl ) ~> 3, we must have degH,(bl ) ~> 3; otherwise, cy(H ~) < o'(H), a contra- 
diction. Thus, bl must be contained in the maximal planar part M ~ of H I. By the 
planarity of G, {v2, v3} is a 2-cut o fM ~. Since IAI >~ 4, the maximal planar part of H '  
is 3-connected, a contradiction. Therefore, ul = yr. Similarly, we can prove that /:2 is 
the only attachment of B on P2. 
Case 2: B has attachments on all three paths Pi, i = 1,2,3. 
As in Case 1, let ul :~ vl be the closest vertex on P1 to al attached to B. Assume 
first that B has an attachment u3 ¢ v3 on P3 such that u3P3a3 is shortest. Let Qi be 
a path from ul to 1°2 and Q2 a path from u3 to Ql such that every vertex of Q1 and 
Q2 except possibly their ends is in B. We select Qi and Q2 so that Ql is shortest and 
subject to this, Q2 is shortest. Suppose that QI A Q2 = {b}, where b E B. Now let H '  
be the graph induced by vertices in [(H \ {(vlPlul \ ul ) U (v3P3u3 \ U3)}) L) (Qt u Q2)] 
(note that degH,(b ) >~ 3). By the construction of Qt and Q2, it is easy to verify that 
H '  is minimal in C(A). By the planarity of G, v2 is a cut-vertex of the maximal planar 
part M'  of tt'. Since ]A] >~ 4, the above is a contradiction. Thus, u3 = v3. Similarly, 
we may assume B has no attachments on P2 other than v2. 
Now let Q be a shortest path from ul to v2 such that Q \ {uj,v2}CB. Then 
G[(H \ (v~Plul \ u l ) )U  Q] contains an induced subgraph H '  which is minimal in 
C(A). Clearly, M \ Vl is contained in the maximal planar part M ~ of H t. Since M'  is 
maximal planar, M'  ¢ M \ vl. But by the planarity of G, {v2, v3} is a 2-cut o fM ' ,  a 
contradiction. Hence all attachments of B are contained in {vl,w_,v3}. [] 
It is not difficult to verify that the converse of Theorem 2.3 is also true for IAI >~ 4. 
Thus, we have characterized graphs for which cy(A, G) = 21A t - 5 when [A I >~ 4: G is 
obtained from an H C H(A, G) by adding H-bridges which either have all attachments 
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on a single pendant path or all attachments in a face of M. The remaining case, where 
[A[ = 3, reduces to finding G such that G contains no induced subtree containing A. 
This is a special case of the following: characterize G with an induced tree containing 
a given independent set. We believe it could be a difficult problem. 
3. Bipartite planar graphs 
Let G be a bipartite planar graph and let A be an independent set of vertices in G. 
Define ~¢t~(A, G) in the same manner as we defined H(A, G) above, with the exception 
that M is a maximal bipartite planar graph. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a planar connected simple bipartite graph. Let A be an inde- 
pendent set of vertices in G, and let H C G be minimal in C(.4). Then cy(H) <~ [A[-3 
for IAI >>- 3, and cy(H) = 0 for 1.41 ~< 2. Moreover, equality holds if and only if 
H E 9¢~(A, G). 
Proof. The proof follows that of Theorem 2.1. There are only two minor differences in 
the proof. First, in Claim 1, we can get equality when k -- m = 2. In this case, 1.41 --- 3 
and the graph H is a path containing the three vertices in [AI, so cy(H) -- 0 = IA [ -  3. 
And second, at the end of the proof, we use the fact that since H is bipartite, H is 
triangle-free, and thus IE(H)] <~ 21V(H)] - 4. [] 
Corollary 3.2. For a given planar connected simple bipartite graph G with indepen- 
dent set A, cy(A, G) <~ [A[ - 3 for [A I ~> 3 and cy(A, G) = O for 1`41 ~< 2. 
Some extremal graphs G, where every H C G such that H is minimal in C(A) has 
cy(H) = [AI - 3, can also be described as in Section 2, letting A be an independent 
set of vertices of G and M a maximal bipartite planar subgraph of H. The proof 
differs slightly, as every face of M is a quadrangle since M is a maximal bipartite 
graph. Thus, every H-bridge of G with no attachments in H \ M can have at most four 
attachments in M. In addition, each bridge must be constructed so that G remains a 
bipartite graph. 
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